Welcome to the Companion Website for General Chemistry! Students and professors can use this site as an aid to your chemistry course. Pick a chapter below and click Begin.

**Key Features**

* Practice Quizzes: Here you will find multiple choice Practice Quizzes. The Explorer, Progressor, and Master Quizzes are increasingly difficult, allowing you to test your level of knowledge for this chapter. Hints tell you how to get started on a problem, and you'll get instantaneous feedback on your answer once you submit your quiz.

* Web Resources: We've compiled a list of especially helpful web links appropriate to the course as a whole, and to each chapter specifically.

* 3D Molecule Center: Using the Chime™ plug-in, you can "handle" 3-dimensional models of molecules. This is sometimes the best way to understand how molecular geometry affect behavior.

* Reference Center: Here is a compendium of useful tables and data for answering questions.

* Student Tutorials: The dynamic, interactive elements referred to by margin icons and in eMedia Exercises in your book are listed here by chapter section.